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Backgrounds
Communique G20 Ministerial Meeting 15-16 June 2019 Karuizawa Japan

“In light of recent developments highlighting concern about energy 
security, the G20 Energy Ministers acknowledge energy security as one 
of the guiding principles for the transformation of energy systems. The 
G20 Energy Ministers also emphasize the importance of resilience, 
protection, and development of reliable energy infrastructure to 
prevent energy supply disruptions; and stress the importance of 
diversification of energy sources, suppliers, and routes, facilitation of 
open, flexible, transparent, competitive, stable, and reliable markets, 
increasing energy efficiency. They attach importance to promotion of 
dialogue between consumers and producers.”



Backgrounds
Concluding Statement 8th Asian Energy Ministerial 10 September 2019 Abu Dhabi, UAE

“Asian energy producers and consumers share a growing responsibility 
with the world to maintain global energy market stability and cushion 
excessive market swings. Dialogue on emergency preparedness and 
measures, including the build-up and maintenance of spare capacity 
and strategic stocks with other producer and consumer countries on the 
IEF platform further reduces the disruptive impact of excessive volatility 
on energy markets, and safeguards responsible growth prospects in Asia 
and the world.”



Backgrounds
G20 Osaka Leaders’ Declaration 28-29 June 2019  

“In light of recent events highlighting concern about safe flow of energy, 
we acknowledge the importance of global energy security as one of the 
guiding principles for the transformation of energy systems, including 
resilience, safety and development of infrastructure and undisrupted 
flow of energy from various sources, suppliers, and routes.”



• Global transformative trends in a changing energy security environment   

– Energy supply, demand, trade, and investment flows 

– Policy and regulation; fiscal and legal stability

– Digitalisation, and new technologies

– Critical energy infrastructure, and safe passage

• Collective responses to safeguard energy infrastructure in a new era 

Overview



Global shifts at multiple levels 
What do they imply for existing safeguards?

OECD and non-OECD Shares of Liquids Demand in 2018 and 2040

Non-OECD reliance on energy infrastructure, including ports, and sea lanes 
increases in line with the growing share of liquids demand in the region    



Non-OECD Asia Oil Demand in 2040

Increasing import dependence in Asia has implications for energy security and 
adequately safeguarding energy infrastructure

Rising reliance on energy infrastructure
Requires strengthening dialogue and cooperation on energy security
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Energy flows are exposed to a new and more dynamic risk environment 

BCG - IEF Knowledge Partner Analysis



Cybersecurity threats are on the rise
As digital sophistication and electrification rates increase so do vulnerabilities

Siemens software was 
attacked by Stuxnet 

computer virus, 
causing 20% of Iran’s 
uranium enrichment 
centrifuges to spin 

out of control (2010)
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Unnamed US utility’s 
control system network 

was comprised in an 
advanced cyber attack 
via its internet portal, 

after hackers brute-forced 
their way through its 

simple password 
mechanism (2014)

Using locations in Asia, Night Dragon hacked into
the applications of oil, gas and petrochemical companies
in Kazakhstan, Taiwan, Greece and the United States,

thus acquiring proprietary and confidential business
and personnel information (2011)

Attackers, targeted control system of a power 
grid which left 225,000 citizens in the dark

(2015-16)

Shamoon virus targeted major energy 
companies operating in the Middle East, 
shutting down 30,000 computers and 
destroying hard drives and data at a 
state-owned energy company (2012)

Famous hacker team "Redhack" hacked into 
power administration system and canceling 

~$650K USD of electricity bills
to be paid to Soma Electricity Production 

company (2014)

Since 2012, hackers under the name of "Operation Cleaver" have been building 
their skills to evade detection

by security technologies with ease. To date, they have successfully penetrated 
and stolen data from 50+ companies worldwide, including Calpine Corp, 

Saudi Aramco, Petroleos Mexicanos and many other energy companies (2014)

Unknown adversaries unleashed 
coordinated attack on northern 

California-causing more than $15M 
in damages after severing 6 

underground lines and firing at 
substation transformers (2013)

Dragonfly/Energetic Bear targeted 
grid operators and electricity-

generation firms in several countries, 
including the Middle East, injecting 
malware and Trojan viruses into 

several industrial control systems 
during a cyber espionage campaign 

(2014)

TRITON malware in UK: Attackers targeted 
systems providing emergency shutdown 

capability for industrial control systems (ICS). 
Follows Stuxnet, used against Iran in 2010, & 

Industroyer used against Ukraine (2017)

UK

EirGrid Vodafone router attacked via 
Vodafone’s Direct Internet  Access (DIA) 

service, leading to direct National Transmission 
grid access in Ireland (2017)

Ireland

Attackers were discovered inside an oil 
and gas  organisation in the MENA region, 

infiltrating systems and pilfering 
data, apparently for more than a year 

(2017)

Michigan  electricity
Utility BWL became aware 
of a malware incident that 

affected the BWL’s
corporate network. They 

needed needed a week to 
recover from the 

ransomware attack 2016)

BCG - IEF Knowledge Partner Analysis



Key Messages 

• Numerous energy security initiatives exist but these efforts are scattered
• Some G20 members already take part in one of or several initiatives
• Dialogue and cooperation key for safeguarding global energy security



APEC

The APEC Emergency Preparedness 
Working Group (EPWG) The EPWG 
seeks to build capacity in the region 
so that APEC member economies can 
better mitigate, prepare for, respond 
to, and recover from emergencies 
and natural disasters. This is 
achieved by building business and 
community resilience; fostering 
private-public partnerships to 
protect communities and businesses 
from disruption; and by sharing 
information, knowledge and 
technology to improve regional 
capacity on disaster risk reduction.



ASEAN

ASEAN Petroleum Security 
Agreement- Governments of the 
ASEAN Member Countries have 
ratified an emergency Petroleum 
sharing scheme for crude oil and/or 
petroleum products in time/ 
circumstances of both shortage and 
oversupply- this covers a “typical 12 
month period of consumption” after 
the emergency.



European Union

EU countries must maintain 
emergency stocks of crude oil and/or 
petroleum products equal to at least 
90 days of net imports or 61 days of 
consumption, whichever is higher. 
Stocks must be readily available so 
that in the event of a crisis they can 
be allocated quickly to where they 
are most needed. Detailed statistics 
on the levels of emergency stocks 
held by EU countries from 1 January 
2013 onwards are available from 
Eurostat.



IEA

The IEA was established in 1974 in 
response to the 1973-1974 oil crisis 
to protect security of supply after an 
embargo pushed prices to an historic 
high. The subsequent treaty-based 
cooperation ensured members held 
a collective emergency response 
system. These responses have been 
used three times in the IEA history: 
in 1991 during the First Gulf War, in 
2005 after huricanes Katrina and Rita 
damaged oil infrastructure, and in 
2011 during the Libyan crisis.



G20

G20 states represents:

58% of global oil supply
66% of global oil demand

57% of global gas supply
65% of global gas demand 

IEA World Energy Balances 2019



IEF

IEF members represent:

87% of global oil supply
75% of global oil demand

85% of global gas supply
85% of global gas demand 

IEA World Energy Balances 2019



JODI

JODI partners represent:

98% of global oil supply
88% of global oil demand

92% of global gas supply
94% of global gas demand 

IEA World Energy Balances 2019



Key Messages
Enhance dialogue and cooperation between existing and new frameworks of the 
OECD and Non-OECD region to maintain energy security and safeguard energy 
infrastructure.

Collective evaluation of crisis prevention and emergency response mechanisms 
in a more dynamic and new risk environment, including but not limited to 
cybersecurity and maritime monitoring.

Explore how to broaden dialogue on collective crisis preparedness and response 
measures on the IEF platform among G20 countries with the IEA, OPEC, and JODI 
Partners in collaboration with other relevant international organisations.

Dialogue and collaboration on research and development to assess how new 
technologies and innovation affect existing and new energy infrastructure, while 
addressing global challenges.    




